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Is Published
Quarterly
Occasionally
Opinions expressed are those of the Editor
and may not align with views held by
other submariners or, collectively, by the
Submariners Association of Canada West

Well, we went a year waiting in vain for
someone to jump in and take over the
desk, so I guess that you’re stuck with me
for a while longer at least.
You may have noticed that I seem to enjoy creating logos ‘n stuff, ergo the rather
unconventional index listing on this page.
If you’re not sure what something is, just
click on it and you’ll be taken there. When
you want to come back to this page just
click on the little blue ‘return’ arrow at
the beginning of each article and …
like magic.

If you have ideas for an article
that you think our membership would
find interesting, or a an article you’ve
already put together, let me know at
250-812-1840 or email editortheupdate@shaw.ca
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Every work day morning twenty-five hundred engineers enter the driveway on the nipple
of a peninsula (square box on lower picture) in New London, Connecticut, find their desk in
the Electric Boat Engineering Campus, the sole occupant of that point, and the majority of
them pick up where they left off the day before tackling whatever element of the … what is
an appropriate superlative? … immensely (seems lame) complex project to which they
have been assigned. Not all on Columbia as there are some of their number who are still
working on other projects, including supporting the current Virginia fast attack and Ohio
class boomers.
.
GDEB Engineering Campus in
New London

Groton and

General Dynamics
Electric Boat

New London

New Lon-
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Having completed the specifications
phase the engineering focus has turned to
detailed design under the leadership of program manager Rear Admiral David Goggins.
As if to reinforce the Admiral’s mission
statement, the Secretary of the Navy, Richard Spencer said in a recently released
statement,
“The Columbia class submarine
is the most important acquisition program the Navy has today. This contract represents
a significant investment in
maintaining our strategic deterrent into the future, as well as
our ongoing partnership with the
United Kingdom”.
The design includes a common missile
compartment with the designers of the replacement British nuclear submarines, although the plan is that the US boats will be
equipped with 16 tubes while the Brit boats
will have 12.

The British Dreadnought class are also
slated to begin service in the early 2030s.
The first two of four boats in that class are
already named HMS Dreadnought and Valiant.
The RN and USN have been planning
the common missile compartment and buying parts together for some time as part of a
$770 million contract with Electric Boat.
The investment in the ‘tube and hull’
forging program has been underway for a
number of years, though they have recently
discovered a ’weld problem’ that has proven to be more serious than originally thought.

The rework is anticipated to extend well
into this year.
The US objective for the Columbia
class is for the number of deployments
for each to be extended allowing 12 new
boats to replace the 14 existing Ohio
class WITH equivalent ’at sea time’
WHILE saving an estimated $40 billion
over the life of the program through reduced acquisition and life-cycle costs.
This is accomplished through a
number of factors including ‘life-of-ship’
reactor core which eliminates the current
‘mid-life refueling’ requirement.

Another technology that is new to this
class of boat, although its use has been
proposed for many years, is electric drive
replacing the traditional gear reduction
drive.
The document most commonly referred to by those writing on this topic is
the thesis submitted to MIT in 2001 by
Joe (Joel) Harbour who is now a professor at MIT. One point that is particularly
of interest in this context is that using
an electric motor as opposed
to the current reduction gear arrangement
makes the most efficient
use of reactor power,
which in turn makes
more on-board power
available for other uses.
If anyone is interested
in browsing through Joe’s
180 page thesis (although beyond page
100 it’s tables and very complex math)
CLICK HERE.
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Another integration change is that the
shafts are now engineered to last 10 to 12
years versus the current 6 to 8, to better synchronize with maintenance schedules.
The plan is to use the Virginia-class fly-by
-wire joystick control system and water
backed large aperture bow array sonar with
small life-of-ship hydrophones. Current air-

the following index for quick assessment
of their view of the maturity of critical areas, shown as dots on the hull.
Note: when the report was issued in December 2017 there were no ‘Red Dots’.

The final statement of Appendix III on page 56 of the
report reads:
“While the Navy has made sig-

backed arrays require transducer replacement every +/- ten years.
Also migrating to the Columbia class is
the Virginia class communication system, antennas and mast including a camera mast
with fibre optic cable which obviates the requirement for a crowded control room with
periscopes. That lets the crews and engineers get downright creative.
One assumes that having designed these
boats to serve well into the 2080s they have
also incorporated ways of upgrading technology without having to dismantle the boat to
do it, as advances occur for they will occur
on a regular basis.
Holding their optimism firmly in check
(which, to be fair, is actually their job) the
GAO (Government Accountability Office)
published a review of the plans to date for
the Columbia class. The report includes a
picture of a model of the boat (above) with

nificant progress in reducing potential costs for the Columbia class program, we believe that the risks identified in
this report, coupled with the optimistic cost
estimate and aggressive schedule, could result in cost growth that reduces the actual
savings identified by the program”.

I am sure that the Columbia program
will continue to have interesting issues to
share with us over the next few years. in
the meantime, like with Joe Harbour’s
thesis, if anyone is interested in browsing
through this GAO report, CLICK HERE.

Your opinion is
very important
to me so perhaps
you should save
it for a special
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Parkes, Ray Peters and John Webber for
Slops sales and Wade Berglund for designing and obtaining the Gathering challenge
coins. A special thanks to Captain (N)
Chris Robinson, the Canadian Submarine
Force Commander for arranging the Dockyard and CHICOUTIMI tours. BZ and Dolphin 72A to all concerned!.

ALL ROUND LOOK
The Gathering of Submariners in Victoria in 2018 to commemorate the 50th anniversaries of the commissioning of HMCS
OKANAGAN and HMCS RAINBOW took
place November 2 – 4 last year.
The event went extremely well with 104
in attendance from all parts of the United
States and Canada. Our Guest of Honour
was Vice-Admiral (Ret’d) Bruce Maclean
former Chief of the Naval Staff and Commanding Officer of HMCS Okanagan. He
came from Ottawa with his wife Janet.
A highlight of the Gathering was a tour
of HMCS CHICOUTIMI. The Hotel Grand
Pacific, where the event was held, did a superb job with the Meet and Greet reception,
the banquet and the Sunday morning
breakfast.
I wish to thank members involved in organizing the Gathering and, in particular,
Paul Hansen for publicising the event and
looking after the finances, Jim Scott and
his wife Anne for attending to the registration and organizing the catering etc, Chris

The next Gathering of Submariners in
Victoria will probably occur in the mid
2020s to commemorate events associated
with our VICTORIA Class submarines. We
have left sufficient seed money in our bank
account to initiate planning for any such
event. However, the planning and organizing for such a Gathering will have to be
done by those who have served in these
submarines.
I am disappointed that we have few volunteers to fill our Executive positions. At
our last AGM, we were left with three positions – Vice-President, Treasurer and
Membership positions unfilled. After much
discussion, Stu Cameron stepped up and
volunteered as Vice-President and Wade
Berglund took Membership. The Treasurer
spot was still unfilled and Stu Cameron volunteered to do this job on a temporary basis. I thank Stu and Wade for volunteering
their service. In the long run, we must get
new blood into our Executive if our Association is to survive. We shall be seeking
volunteers at our next AGM in February.

I look forward to a good turnout at our
monthly meeting on January 30th and at our
AGM on February 27th as well as our midisland meeting, date to be determined.
Winter 2019
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Recently we sent out
a draft of the dolphin
history update that the
team have been working on for the website.
We asked that you all
have a careful read
through it to see if
there were observations, comments, etc
that you wanted to share before we went to
print with the new version. Our whole team
is delighted that a couple of people took us
up on that and as a result have improved
the quality of the piece by a substantial
margin.
Commodore Larry Hickey (Ret’d)
shared correspondence that he had received from Ed Gigg in the nineties when
Larry was beginning the research on the
book he was planning to do. That gave a
much clearer picture of the development of
the first Canadian dolphin in 1961.
The man who was the second SM1
[after Ed Gigg] was Cdr Mo Tate who, it
turns out, was the man who initiated the
development of the double dolphins that
are worn today. He simply didn’t think that
the single dolphin, which had been designed to be worn on the sleeve at cuff level, just did not look right on the chest so he
set about having that rectified. He cannot
now remember who actually did the design
other than it was not a member of the sub
squadron.

I have occasionally wondered and have
others ask the question of which set of
double dolphins came first, ours or the divers [albeit that theirs is only similar, but it
seems obvious that the design for one of
the sets was modeled after the other].

Mo answered that question in a recent
discussion. Apparently when the ink for the
design of our new dolphins was still wet,
the divers came to him and ask if he would
okay their doing a knock off. So another
mystery solved.

So please check out the ‘Dolphin History’ section of the website - Canada
starts on page 6. CLICK HERE
It does cover a lot more than Canada’s
two versions, starting with the first Russian
submarine officers class in 1909 and going
fairly in-depth
on Admiral Ernest King’s development of
the US Navy
version. We
would love to
hear you
thoughts and
comments.
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were younger but still, an age appropriate
carousal.
The event was held at the Hotel Grand
Pacific and started in the early afternoon of
Friday, November 2nd with what the committee, showing very little imagination,
called a Meet ‘n Greet. But old friends welcomed new friends and while their quaffing
has become a more sedate imbibing, together they shared creative recollections
about things from way back when.

The Irish Rovers pretty well summed it
up with their 1980 hit song.
Few people would argue with an assertion that a 50th anniversary, almost any
50th, is worthy of commemoration if not celebration. And very few people would disagree with the premise that submariners

know how to party. Combine those two
and then double the motivation by having
the 50th anniversary party for the commissioning of two submarines, HMCS Okanagan S74 and HMCS Rainbow SS75 (June
22nd and December 2nd, 1968 respectively)
at one event and you’ve got the fixings for
a down to earth shindig. Admittedly a more
sedate shindig than when these folks
Winter

Not only were wives full partners in this
Gathering, but it was delightful that several
widows of old submariners who’ve already
crossed the brow on their eternal leave attended and seemed to enjoy themselves.
And in a surprising number of cases they
were the same wives as accompanied
these near geezers to ships parties in the
days these boats were commissioned. Not
all of them, of course, were lucky enough
to have found someone willing to put up
with them for such a prolonged period.

Attendees included a contingent from
the east coast, led by a medically frail but
game Captain Ray Hunt (Ret’d) pictured on
the left, and the President of the Submariners Association of Canada East, Sylvain
Rouillard. The southern group came from
as far south as Texas and included retired
Canadians as well as USN submarine vets
who are friends of the Canadian Association.
Our guest speaker, Vice-Admiral Bruce
MacLean (Ret’d) along with his lovely wife
Janet Kavanagh were among the central
and western Canada contingent that in2019
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There was also a surprise pop in, RearAdmiral Luc Cassivi. While his current
posting has him bouncing between Ottawa
and Kingston he was in town on business
that allowed him to attend a Perisher
Breakfast held the Friday evening.

The Perisher Breakfast is an occasional
gathering of those who have earned the
right to command a Canadian Submarine
by passing the (originally British, now Norwegian) Submarine Command Course
known as Perisher, to welcome the newest
member to this very exclusive club.
The west coast contingent was led by
Commander Lloyd Barnes (Ret’d) who is
the current President (for the second time)
of SAOC West. Jim (Doc) and Anne Scott
who had provided yeoman’s service on the
organizing committee and on scene administrative requirements, also wandered the
room like a host and hostess with not a
worrying thought.

into the conversation with any other group.
Why, groups were even letting Radiomen
join in.
On Saturday, a majority, but not all of
both genders were welcomed by Captain
Chris Robinson, Commander of Canada’s
Submarine Force, and his team into Dockyard for a walkabout, highlighted by a tour
of the submarine HMCS Chicoutimi. Crew
members were stationed at various spots
throughout the boat while the ‘tourists’ wandered, stopping to ask the occasional inciteful question. People talked about for
the rest of the weekend.

Meanwhile, about two dozen of the ladies who had not gone on the dockyard
and submarine tour attended a luncheon
that they too couldn’t seem to say enough
about how enjoyable it had been.

The Pink Panther himself (ask about the
story, if you are not familiar with it) who
had, along with his Okanagan wardroom in
the mid-1970s, developed the infamous
Dolphin Code, Captain Keith Nesbit (Ret’d)
was there from Virginia Beach to regale
and be regaled.
While in the past the groups have been
a mite, well, cliquish: the engineers (e.g.
Thomson, Rose and Hansen, etc) with other engineers, the Commodores and Admirals (Hickey, MacLean and Henderson,
etc), with their kin, this Gathering say a difference. This time there was a bit of that
but others didn’t seem to hesitate to join

Saturday evening the group was invited
to bring their drinks to their tables by a couple of blasts of an unmuffled WWII diving
klaxon. (Remember, they are submariners).
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The dinner itself was a delightful buffet, the round tables allowed for easy conversation, and the speeches, notably that
of Vice-Admiral MacLean (Ret’d) which
was almost precisely the right length as
well as being the right mix of entertaining
and pointed and poignant observations,
were all engaging and generally within the
realm, or at least within sight, of propriety.
Early Sunday morning they gathered
again for a buffet breakfast before those so
inclined adjourned to the Parish of St. Peter’s and St. Paul’s on Esquimalt Road for
a submarine themed service.

It might’ve been the whiskey …
it might’ve been the gin … or it
might have been the stories that finally did me in.
P.S. John Webber took a
bunch of pictures during the event. To
view them on YouTube click on the
picture below. John has over 130 videos but the two focused on the Gathering should be within the first four.
Thank you
very much
for doing
all of that
John.
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USS George Washington Carver
Many of the crews who were posted
aboard the fleet ballistic missile submarine
(SSBN-656) during her nearly 27 years of
service, still gather every 2nd or
3rd year, somewhere in the US
to share creative recollections.
Their reunions are packed
with interesting excursions and
lectures, germane to wheresoever it is being held.
The 2018 gathering was held in Seattle
(actually Tukwila, across I5 from SeaTac

next day it was a convoy of buses (ok... 3)
circling south, across the Tacoma narrows
bridge and up to Bremerton, which in 2004
was combined with Bangor to start the formation of the now sprawling Naval Base
Kitsap, with facilities or partnerships ranging from Alaska through Nanoose Bay, the Naval Magazine near the mouth of Puget
Sound at Indian Island, program and facilities at Whitby
Island, and all things Naval
on the west side of the Puget Sound, including Bangor’s extensive facility and the
Underwater Weapons facility and Museum in Keyport. Plus the Base and all it
entails in Bremerton as well as Manchester Fueling Depot and Jackson Park
housing and the Military Hospital.
In Bangor we had their Recycling Program explained to us by the Scott Cobain,
program manager who provided a bit of a
‘suck your breath in’ moment when a red
arrow appeared on the picture of the reactor compartments in the trench at Hanford
with the explanation that this is all that remains of SSBN-656. Again, we will talk a
bit more about that below.

airport) and besides the usual meet
‘n greet and banquet, attendees
were treated to a tours, starting with
the Museum of Flight on the southwest corner of Boeing Field. The

Then, after lunch we hustled across to
Keyport. The plan was a tour of the Under
Sea Museum and a talk about the
base(s). However the CO, Captain
Alan Schrader graciously went
overtime with us, answering a wide
range of questions so there simply was
not time for the museum tour.
Winter 2019
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USS GW Carver 11th Reunion

So, you and Lloyd were
invited down for this?
Several years ago your editor met one
of the GW Carver reunion committee members, Michael Brown, by phone while
chasing some tangent or other. Some time
later, when his cruise ship stopped in Victoria, we met for a lunch that included Lloyd
Barnes and talked about trying to coordinate their 2018 GWC reunion with our
Okanagan/Rainbow celebration. Although
that didn’t work out Michael got it into his
head that the two of us would make interesting speakers at theirs. (I know, go figure). Lloyd would speak about our Association Nationally, as he would be president
in 2018 and Paul about the Navy and Canadian Submarine Force.
To be frank, like a lot of people, I had
never heard of the USS George Washngton Carver SSBN-656 or its NAMESAKE.
However, when ComSubPac, Rear
Admiral Daryl Caudle talked about
him at dinner, it peaked my interest .

The Man
They would later estimate his birth
to be +/- January 1864 in Missouri,
the youngest child of an couple,
Mary and Giles enslaved to a Moses
Carver. When he was a week old he, his
mother and a sister were stolen by slave
raiders from Arkansas. When the Civil War
finally ended the next year Carver sent an
agent in search of the three but he was only able to find the toddler George.

Back on the farm, with slavery now abolished, Carver and his wife Susan decide to
raise George and his brother James at
their home. Since black students were not
accepted into local schools, Susan taught
the boys to read and write, creating a
‘knowledgeaholic’ in George.
As a young man, who referred to himself
as Carver’s George, he left in pursuit of
more education in a school ten miles away
that did accept black students. It was there
he became George Carver, adding the
Washington years later in honour of Washington T. Booker.
Over the next years he attended a series of schools, finally receiving his diploma
from Minneapolis High. His acceptance
into College in Highland, Kansas, based on
the application he’d submitted, was withdrawn when the administrators realized
that he was … well … not white.
So George homesteaded and began
conducting biological experiments and
compiling a geological collection.
Having a broad range of interests
George went to Simpson College in
Iowa in 1890 to study music and art.
As his sketching was primarily of
nature’s creations, a teacher
pointed him to the botany program
at Iowa State Agricultural College.

George moved to Ames, became the
first black student at Iowa State where he
excelled in his studies to the degree that,
on graduation two of his professors convinced him to stay for their graduate program which involved extensive work on
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plant pathology and by the time he graduated with a Masters degree, his reputation
as a brilliant botanist was such that it set
his path for the rest of his career and life.
His endeavours after school were focused on teaching and research which
eventually garnered the attention of the famous Booker T. Washington, principal of
the African-American Tuskegee Institute.
Lured in 1896 by what was, in that day a
hefty salary of $150 a month and two
rooms (one for his plants) when most faculty
members shared rooms, George arrived to
run the school’s agricultural department.
An interesting aside is that he stayed at
Tuskegee for 46 year but never got a raise.

Under George’s leadership the department achieved national renown with the
continuation of his work in researching issues like crop rotation and developing alternative cash crops for farmers heavily
planted with cotton.
At the time, overproduction of cotton
had left many fields exhausted and barren
resulting in a general decline of production
throughout the South. Carver suggested
planting peanuts and soybeans, both of
which could restore nitrogen to the soil,
along with sweet potatoes. While these
crops grew well in southern climates, there
was little demand. Carver’s inventions and
research solved this problem and helped
struggling sharecroppers in the South,
many of them former slaves now faced with
necessary cultivation.

George and his team continued with
ground-breaking research on plant biology,
much of which focused on the development
of new uses for crops including peanuts,
sweet potatoes, soybeans and pecans.
Carver invented hundreds of products, including more than 300 from peanuts (milk,
plastics, paints, dyes, soap, ink, cosmetics,
medicinal oils, and wood stains) and 118
from sweet potatoes (molasses, postage
stamp glue, flour, vinegar and synthetic
rubber) and even a type of gasoline.
Although becoming known as the Peanut Man after a speech to the Peanut
Growers Association in 1920, George did
not actually invent peanut butter.
Indulging briefly in a digression, it was actually
several individuals over a
number of decades who
are generally awarded the
credit. While it actually
started with the Aztecs, the
more modern form began with a Canadian,
Marcellus Gilmore Edson patenting peanut paste in 1884. Other contributors included Dr. John H. Kellogg in 1895, Dr.
Ambrose Straub in 1903 with his machine, and it was chemist Joseph Rosefield who, in 1922, figured out how to make
smooth peanut butter. In 1928 he granted a
license to the Peter Pan peanut butter
company and then in 1932 started his own
brand which he called Skippy.
In 1921 Carver testified before Congress in support of a tariff on imported peanuts, which Congress passed the following
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called on him for help with developing an artificial
rubber tire); Thomas Edison; naturalist

year, reinforcing his nickname.
When Booker T. Washington founded
the Tuskegee Institute he would travel
long distances by horse to meet with people to get an understanding of what they
wanted, needed and expected from his
new ‘school’. He told faculty to ‘take their
teaching into the community’.
One of G.W. Carver’s contributions was
Tuskegee’s Movable School program,
made possible by developing the Jesup
Agricultural Wagon, in 1906. The wagon
and its successors throughout the century
and beyond, was named for Morris K.
Jesup, a New York banker and philanthropist, who funded the initial construction of
the wagon as well as the acquisition of mules, rigging and instructional
materials. He was also an interest
Ing also an interesting enough of a
character that one could easily be
drawn into yet another tangent.
But the program and wagons
(which are still expanding to
this day) were only one of
the many, many inventions
for which George is still
receiving credit.
His reputation was far
ranging enough that he truly became
one of the most well known and influential
former slaves in all of America. He met,
and befriended … well, everyone. He
was hosted and called friend by many luminaries including Henry Ford (who had

John Burroughs; industrialist Harvey
Firestone; horticulturist Luther Burbank;
and three Presidents, Theodore Roosevelt, Calvin Coolidge and Franklin D.
Roosevelt. And his reputation spread. In
1916 he was made a member of the British Royal Society of Arts. He even advised Mahatma Gandhi on matters of agriculture and nutrition.
And yet, he was a humble, frugal, mild
mannered individual who never lost his focus on helping people. Ralph Bunche who
won the 1950 Nobel Peace Prize, called
Carver the "the least imposing celebrity
the world has ever known."
Were we to start listing the honours he
was awarded before and after his passing
in 1943, we would at least fill the following
page. From a National Monument, an honour only previously given to
George Washington and Abe
Lincoln, to medals to stamps and
coins, to inductions into halls of
fame, to museJesup Wagons
ums, institutes
and schools, to a
warship and, oh ya, a nuclear ballistic
missile submarine bearing his name.
When Admiral Caudle talked about old
George, he had seemed a wee mite in awe
of the man; now that I’ve done a bit of
reading, I know why.
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What can a Canadian WWII diesel fleet
boat sailor tell you about a USN nuclear
ballistic missile submarine that was commissioned in 1966, the same year he joined
his first boat? Not much.
As mentioned previously, all
that now remains of that cold
war SSBN is the reactor encased in a steel cocoon (at the
point of the red arrow to the
right) and placed in that trench
with, as you can see, a considerable number of other cocoons. And the number keeps
growing all the time. In fact this
picture is quite dated.
However, as we asked in the
introductory email, how did they
get the reactor out of the boat &
into that cocoon?
Whoever shouted ‘Carefully’, put your
hand down because the fact of the matter is
that They Don’t.
Long before they ever get to that point
the fuel and all related matter has been
Citations
The

Update notes and thanks the following sources for
their pages on George Washington Carver:
Biography.com, Britannica.com, CPNAS.org/
aahp/.com (Cultural Programs of the National Academy
of Science—African American History Program, History.com, SHSMO.org (State Historical Society of Missouri), Sciencehistory.org, Noteablebiographies.com,
Historical-profile/george-washington-carver.com,
Legalzoom.com, USPatentServices/
RecognizingInnovation.com,

removed at one of several approved facilities before the boat ever gets towed to
Bremerton which is where the recycling program for all USN nuclear platforms is undertaken.
The spent fuel is packaged and delivered
to the Idaho National Laboratory, a nearly
900 square mile facility in
eastern Idaho’s high desert,
just north of Atomic City, between Arco on the west and
Idaho Falls to the east; towards the southern end, at
about the mid-line of Oregon.
At this point they have
ceased to refer to the boat by
name … she is just a number, waiting in the queue to be
pulled into the drydock where
she will be sliced in three. In
the case of 656 the whole process was completed within a
year of her being struck.

The first cut will be made just forward of
the reactor compartment while second is
just aft. Meanwhile, two custom fitted steel
plates are being prepared and after the cutting is completed they are welded into place
to seal the newly created cocoon.
The remainder of the boat is recycled for
every salvageable part they can unbolt and
the remainder for razor blades, or some
such.
While it does seem like a somewhat ignoble end, one should, I suppose, steer
clear of anthropomorphizing submarines,
despite the attachments we develop and
nostalgia we have for them.
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And now that it is all sealed up, what do
you do with it? If only they could just call
FedEx to come take it away. But these
things are huge. The picture on the previous page of them in the trench sort of diminishes the magnitude.. To give a better
perspective, the pictures below are of a cocoon being unloaded from the barge and
loaded onto the truck (owned and operated
by a Canadian firm, Scott pointed out) for
final transfer to the trench.
The cocoon was loaded onto that barge
in Bremerton, before it makes its way up
through the Puget Sound, out to the mouth
the strait of Juan de Fuca, down the coast
of Washington State to the mouth of the
Columbia River, which it enters only after
ensuring that the tides have given them
enough clearance over the sand bar.

Port Kelley, +/- 300 miles from the
coast, the river turns north again. Well, actually, the river has been flowing more or
less south for nearly a thousand miles (500
of which are in Canada) and has, at that
point, turned west. But never mind, the
barge with the cocoon is now headed north
and continues, generally, in that direction
until reaching the landing point at Hanford.
Once again the word ‘carefully’ applies
as the river is not all that wide in places.
But at least Scott and his crews get a
break, right? Well, not really. In a recently
published report to Congress the USN lays
out the intended dismantling plan for its
subs: one in 2019, two per year through
2022 [plus ten ships] and three in 2023. So
basically, all make and mends are cancelled
for the foreseeable future.
As to what the intent is for that trench

They continue to thread their way up the
Columbia, which for most of that trip is the
boundary between Washington
And Oregon states, until just shy of
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and all of its little treasures, well, given how
Scott sort of danced around that question a
bit, we’re thinking final decisions have yet
to be made.

Despite these rather flip remarks, it was
a fascinating and very informative presentation by a young man who has been at it for
nearly 30 years and knows his stuff.
After spending a weekend with a representative group of those who were members of her crews over the 27 years she
was in commission, including several
plankowners, one couldn’t help but notice
that when they talked of how great the boat
had been, they were usually meaning the
crews with whom they sailed.
I mean the SSBN-656 was a good old
boat (after all she surfaced every time she
dove, didn’t she) made great by the ever
changing bunch of Mikes and Bills and
Daryl’s who daily put her through her paces. She undertook patrols that will never
be spoken of with outsiders in the room and
over the years she made a few port visits
that certain recollections would classify as
epic. All of which she repaid with years of
boring routine.

But, for all of that, and the fact that the
only part of her that remains 25 years after
decommissioning is that cocoon, she is still
quite capable of generating a great deal of
genuine nostalgia.

17
of the arrow, sure reminded me of the feeling when, after returning the Grilse in ‘69 we
were shown the film of the helicopter dropping the torpedo and it running straight and
true for the (at that point) unmanned Grilse.
Frankly, we shudda brung Kleenex.
The esprit de corps of the George Washington Carver bunch was quite amazing.
And when you factor in that the boat was
decommissioned 25 years ago and that any
one of these folks will have sailed with only
some of the remainder of the crowd, it was
truly touching.
Like so many of us,
there were a lot of the
guys who had known
each other for over fifty years, and, like
many of us, are still
dishing out the same
banter they did back
then.
And, like us, most of them went on to interesting careers after their naval service
while there weren’t that many who have not
yet completed their watch. Admiral Daryl
Caudle (above) currently ComSubPac, is
an alumni of the boat from the beginning of
his submarine service, who seemed to thoroughly enjoy connecting with those in attendance with
whom he may or
may not have actually sailed. He
greeted everyone
with apparent delight.

The reaction of the crew in attendance at
Scott’s talk when he told them the meaning
Winter 2019
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Throughout the presentations mentioned
above and including my own about the Canadian Navy and Submarine Force and
Lloyd’s about the Submariners Association of
Canada (although they
were quite attentive during Lloyd’s talk) the most
animated I saw the group
was during the presentation Saturday afternoon by a Doctor Betsy
Lutmerding, supervising veterinarian

with the National Marine Mammal
Foundation situated at the Kitsap
Naval Base in Bangor.
The crowd was fascinated by
both the topic and the depth of
her knowledge. If time had given
us the option the crowd would
have
easily agreed to go an extra
hour [with, of course a quick
break for coffee or a drink and time
to make room them].

The program was initiated
in the late 1950s shrouded,
for the most part, behind a
veil of secrecy.

Smile!
You’re on
camera

Over time the possibilities were reduced
to the two in service today: Bottle Nosed
Dolphins and California Sea Lions
The following
is filched directly Did you put my deodorant on?
from the source:
The Navy’s Marine Mammal
Program has
been homeported on Point Loma since the
1960’s.
Dolphins naturally possess the most
sophisticated sonar known to science. Mines and other potentially dangerous objects on the
ocean floor that are difficult to
detect with electronic sonar, especially in coastal shallows or
cluttered harbors, are easily found
by the dolphins.
Both dolphins and sea lions
have excellent low light vision
and underwater directional
hearing that allow them to detect and track undersea targets,
even in dark or murky waters.
They can also dive hundreds
of feet below the surface, without risk of decompression sickness or "the bends" like human
divers. Someday it may be possible to complete these missions with underwater drones, but for now technology is
no match for the animals.

In the early years they tested in excess of a dozen different species of
marine mammal, as well as sharks, rays,
sea turtles and a variety of marine birds to
determine the level of their sensory and
Recovering objects in harbors, coastal
physical capabilities.
areas, and at depth in the open ocean, sea
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The Marine Mammal Program
lions locate and attach recovery lines to Navy equipment on the ocean floor. Dolphins
are trained to search for and mark the location of undersea mines that could threaten
the safety of those on board military or civilian ships. Both dolphins and sea lions also
assist security personnel in detecting and
apprehending unauthorized swimmers and
divers that might attempt to harm the Navy’s people, vessels, or harbor facilities.
Traveling for short distances, they are
trained to either swim alongside a small
boat or ride in the boat itself. For longer
trips, animals can be transported by sea on
naval vessels or by air in planes or helicopters.
The Navy’s Marine Mammal Program
has been homeported on Point
Loma since the 1960’s.
Dolphins naturally possess the
most sophisticated sonar
known to science. Mines and
other potentially dangerous
objects on the ocean floor that
are difficult to detect with electronic sonar, especially in
coastal shallows or cluttered
harbors, are easily found by the dolphins.

to complete these missions with underwater
drones, but for now technology is no match
for the animals.
Recovering objects in harbors, coastal
areas, and at depth in the open sea, sea lions locate and attach recovery lines to Navy equipment on the ocean floor. Dolphins
are trained to search for and mark the location of undersea mines that could threaten
the safety of those on board military or civilian ships. Both dolphins and sea lions also
assist security personnel in detecting and
apprehending unauthorized swimmers and
divers that might attempt to harm the Navy’s
people, vessels, or harbor facilities.

Traveling for short distances, they are
trained to either swim alongside a small
boat or ride in the boat itself. For longer
trips, animals can be transported by sea on
naval vessels or by air in
planes or helicopters.
Sea lions ride in specially
designed kennels and are kept
cool, wet, and comfortable.
Dolphins are placed in fleecelined stretchers that are suspended in fiberglass containers filled with enough water to
comfortably support their
weight. A veterinarian oversees the comfort
and care of all the animals while each is
constantly monitored by an experienced
trainer.

Both dolphins and sea lions have excellent low light vision and underwater directional hearing that allow them to detect and
Caring for and working with the Navy's
track undersea targets, even in dark or
marine mammals has generated over 1500
murky waters. They can also dive hundreds
scientific publications in the open scientific
of feet below the surface, without risk of deliterature on their health, physiology, sensocompression sickness or "the bends" like
ry systems, and behavior. Teaming with
human divers. Someday it may be possible
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The Marine Mammal Program
trained animals in the open sea has allowed Navy and visiting scientists to learn
many things about marine mammals that
we would not know otherwise.

The main base of the program has always been at the Point Loma Naval Reserve in San Diego. Little did we know
what was going on at the other end of the
road. We were far too interested in heading
up the other way on Rosecrans.
Both the Sea Lions and Dolphins are bred within their own
population as an outcome of a
very careful selection program that
considers both the strong traits as
well as the not so strong of each
parent while taking into consideration concerns about in-breeding.

easily forgotten, and there are those few
who continue to actively promote them.
As mentioned above, it was a very interesting presentation and Betsy could have
gone on much longer with no complaints.
The assessment of the weekend is that
the George Washington
Carver Reunion Committee
put on one heck of an entertaining and informative weekend.
Lloyd and I were welcomed with
open arms and by the second
day a casual observer would not
have known that we were not
actually GWC alumni. They deserve all of the kudos they’ve
received as they beginning
planning their next event in Philadelphia in 2021.

We were told that while the
pups get to be babies they are
eased into a routine of training and
assessment of traits as soon as it
is considered psychologically safe
for that particular pup.
Several decades of classification of the program's true missions led to
media speculation and animal activist
charges of dolphins used as offensive
weapons—claims that could not be countered due to that classification. A popular
movie in 1973 ("The Day of the Dolphin")
reinforced those ideas. Since declassification of the program in the early 1990s, the
Navy has repeatedly and openly shared the
story of its marine mammals and their missions in the media, but rumors are not
Winter 2019

Finally, one of their number
has submitted his membership
application along with a crisp bill
for dues. So please raise a
glass in welcome for Michael
Brown.
The

Update sincerely thanks
SPAWAR for their website facts.
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Worn With Pride
Order of Military Merit
Those of you who did a career in the
service are probably well aware of the
Governor Generals Order of Military
Merit and that there are three levels of
membership in this rather exclusive club,
being Commander, Officer and Member.
You are also undoubtedly aware that
receiving one of these crosses is not common and is a great honour.
Having bid the Navy adieu about the
same time as the Order of Military Merit
was introduced, your Editor’s awareness
was late in coming.
This month, in fact. On the Friday of
our recent Submariners Gathering Admiral
Luc Cassivi dropped by and I asked him
about a pin on his lapel. Turns out it is his
O.M.M. which he had been awarded in
2014 and presented by the G.G. in 2015.
A few days later, on the 6th of November, two more submariners were formally
granted membership at a ceremony at
Rideau Hall in Ottawa.
Our Commander of the Submarine
Force, Captain Chris Robinson was invested as an Officer of Military Merit by
Her Excellency the Right Honourable
Julie Payette.
Congratulations are extended by the
membership of the Submariners Association of Canada (all three branches) as well
as the entire staff of TheUpdate. In doing

some digging around your Editor noted
that in recent years that it seems to be a
clear pattern that those who make the recommendation for the award of ‘Officer’ for
those from the Submarine Service seem
to be fully expecting the individual to go
on to at least the rank of Commodore.
Your Editor is thinking that promotion
will merely be the next step in this officer’s
career.
And NDHQ having been forewarned
that the GG would be investing submariners, sent the Vice-Chief of Defence
Staff, Lieutenant-General Paul Wynnyk,
seen on Chris’ right above, to make sure
that they behaved themselves. (Notice
how close he is standing to Chris).

The second submariner invested that
Winter 2019
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day as a Member of Military Merit was
CPO1 Marc Bertrand, seen here standing
with Chris. Marc earned his dolphins in ‘94
in Onondaga but
sailed in all three
‘O’ boats before
going to the Army
in Edmonton
where he succeeded in going
from Master Seaman to C2 in ten
years. He is
back in Ottawa
now, where he
undoubtedly will stay until his retirement.
Look close at the picture on the previous
page and you’ll notice that even the gold
anchor on the right side of his chest looks
grizzled.

while the younger received his cross from
at Rideau Hall from the Governor General
this last February 28th.
The citation for Lieutenant-Commander
Wilf Lund reads:
Between 2014 and 2016, LieutenantCommander Lund displayed exceptional vision, dedication, planning and leadership
throughout the creation and employment of
the Maritime Tactical Operations Group. His
commitment enabled the development of a
proficient Enhanced Naval Boarding Team
that could conduct obstructed boardings and
assist with future direct support of special
operations, deployments and Canadian
Armed Forces objectives. His actions and
achievements reflect the highest standards of
dedication and professionalism.

Your Editor knows for a fact that Mom
and Dad were both pretty darned proud.

The gap in time between folks being
‘awarded’ and ‘invested’ is how the system
works with the recipient being awarded at
one point and invested at a later date.
For example, Chris was ’awarded’ his
O.M.M. in October 2017 but we wasn’t
pinned until this November 6th.
Over the years a number of other submariners have also been invested into the
Order of Military Merit, at all three levels;
in some cases at a couple of levels.

As a for instance, the Wilf Lunds, father
and son, have both been invested, Wilf Sr.
as an Officer and the younger Wilf (just
doesn’t seem right to call him Junior) as a
Member.
Wilf Sr. was invested in November 1987

Others we in SAOC West know who
have been awarded the O.M.M. include Jamie Clarke, Ted Davie, and Maurice Hallé.

Admirals Bruce Maclean, Bob Davidson
and Peter Ellis have all been awarded the
Commander Military Merit.
Congratulations from the Association to
all who have received this high and relatively rare honour.
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Composer Awarded
Naval Commendation
A story in an issue of the Lookout last fall
was topped with the headline:
Naden Band Member Recognized
For Outstanding Talent
The article, by S/Lt M.X. Déry from
MarPac Public Affairs continued:
Naden Band bassoonist, composer and
honorary member of the Submariners Association of Canada, PO2 Robyn Jutras received a Commander RCN Commendation
last week. It was presented to her by Captain(N) Christopher Robinson, Commander
Canadian Submarine Force.
The award is in recognition of her outstanding services to the RCN by composing the Dolphin March, the first submariner
military march.
The commendation reads:
Through this composition,
she showcased her exceptional dedication, technical expertise and musical innova-

tion. It both honours the
service of submariners and
represents their spirit.

Thanks to Peter Mallett of the Lookout for the M.X. Déry photo.

You may well remember that this is not
Robyn’s first noteworthy composition, having written the PPCLI’s new centenary
march in 2014.
“I am honoured”, she said, “obviously;
this is far and beyond anything I expected for what I consider to be doing
my job”.
During his remarks, Captain Robinson
noted the tie in of this march to the sound
of the klaxon, which, he added, ‘in the olden days’ NOTE is how everyone was made
aware that the sub was about to dive.
He concluded by saying that sound is
something that resonates with submariners, anywhere you go in the world.
“So it is really thrilling, not only
to have a march, but to have one
that incorporates such a substantial part of our heritage”.
Note: While your editor may have kids older than Capt
Robinson, the ‘OLDEN DAYS’ remark hurt. Makes it
sound like it was from the last century. Oh ... ya, right!
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Is Santa Real?

Having said that, the kid in the picture below does look like he is
giving Tom a serious quiz just
to be sure.

This child is clearly pleading,
“Mom, get me out of here!
This isn’t really Santa
Claus”.

As Tom has pointed out,
that red suit is actually is quite
a responsibility and needs to
be taken quite seriously.

Even at this age they know a
fake beard when they see one
and they have to really want to
believe to accept that.
That was a lesson that Tommy Goddard learned many, many years ago when
he first pulled on the suit and feigned the
jolly laugh.
He was still in the Navy and on the east
coast in those days but he found that he
liked it, and so has become a ‘helper’ pretty
well every year since.
Nowadays Tom spends most of the year
looking like a hermit who has just come into
town to for a few supplies, so that at Christmas, when kids climb up on his knee and
tug on his beard he can watch the look of
astonishment in their eyes when they realize it isn’t fake. Leading to, of course, maybe this is the real one.

Mention Santas who’ve
done a bit of imbibing beforehand to ’loosen up’, and you’ll see Tommy’s
eyes blaze. He has absolutely no time for
’Helpers’ who indulge. Santa with breath
smelling of booze can scar a kid for life.

And so TheUpdate raises a glass ▪ just
kidding, just kidding ▪ to our
shipmate, Tom Goddard for the
joy that he brings kids and the
pleasure he brings their parents,
year after year. Well done
Tom.
Witnesses have collaborated my client’s
allegation that in a crowded shopping
mall, with her children right there, you
looked directly at her and repeatedly
called her a “HO!”
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Not that one … the current one
During my relatively short nine years in
the Navy, from mid-1960s to early-1970s, I
got to go most of the way down the east
coast of South America, as far as Buenos
Aires; I got to go to Japan; and I got to go to
Hawaii and San Diego numerous times.
But the two places that were really high on
my druther list were
Australia and Midway
Island.
I had been told dozens of stories about the
gooney birds of Midway
and I really, really wanted to see these goofy
albatross.
The ironic part is that
if I had not left HMCS St. Croix in the fall of
1966 to join Grilse I would have got to both.
But no, I listened to Mike Cox and Anatol
Unichewski one night in the Tudor House
and got talked into applying to join the
’Submarine Service’.
The Grilse carried so much fuel
that coming back from Japan in ‘68
unlike the surface ships who had
to stop there for refueling, we had
no need to go anywhere near Midway. We took the polar circle up, skirting the Aleutian Islands, watching planes
taking off from Kodiak through the scope,
and other fun stuff like that, but I never got
to see the albatross that are called goonies.
I hadn’t thought about Midway Atoll

in many years. Didn’t even know that it
had become a National Wildlife Refuge that has a list of restrictions that clearly
demonstrate just how serious they take
their mandate to protect the wildlife.
So recently when I clued in to what was
on the TV I immediately dropped what I was
doing when I realized that 60 Minutes was
doing a piece on Midway. Turns out that
they actually weren’t … one of their correspondents, Sharyn Alfonsi and her camera
crew, had gone to the
Atoll for part of a piece
about plastics and the
’Great Garbage Patch’.

Turns out, once I replayed the whole episode, that the Midway
piece was just part of a
MUCH bigger picture
they were painting of
how big the issue of plastics has become
around the world and the fact that it is getting ’worser’ all of time, at an astonishing
rate.
Like me, you might well have
thought that Midway being, well,
midway across the vast ocean,
1,200 miles northwest of Hawaii,
would be out of the way of the
problem. But that is not the case
and this soup of trash that ‘floats’ at
a wide range of depths but mostly
beneath the surface that is killing … literally killing the oceans of the world and their
creatures, including, believe it or not, the
Antarctic.
Although the centre of the Great Pacific
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Garage Patch lies between Hawaii and California, there is not a fence around its over
600,000 square miles, so it’s outer edges
swirl the putrid mess a long way beyond,
including to what should be pristine waters.
And remember that, albeit the largest, it
is only one of five such patches. And they
swell each and every year by over two million tons of plastics entering the world’s
oceans, primarily, from rivers. And though
they continue to accumulate pretty well every beach in the world is riddled with reams
of the stuff that hasn’t yet joined the crowd.
Even the
beach's on the
edges of our local sheltered
waters are
awash with the
…. stuff. To
quote that famous American reality show philosopher,
“Sad!”

The birds have been there from long before the US Navy got involved
with the Atoll in
1903 and suffered through a
great deal of that
involvement.
Now, after a $90
million dollar
clean up by the
Navy, it is the responsibility of the Fish &
Wildlife branch of the Interior Department,
and it is also open to limited and controlled
public access. A partnership with a private

company, one flight a week brings in 100
visitor/volunteers, the maximum allowed.
At just over 1,500 acres for all three islands combined, it is home to an astonishing number of creatures. A dozen and a half
species of birds numbering in the hundreds
and hundreds of thousands (more than
400,000 nesting pairs
of Laysan and BlackFooted albatross return
every year to breed)
and ranging from the
White Terns with their
black eyes to the Great
Frigatebird male with his inflatable chest pouch all
puffed out.
I thought it was just Gooney birds. If I had known
about all these other magnificent creatures I wold have
mourned the missed trip to
Midway even more. More than 400,000
nesting pairs of Laysan and black-footed
albatross return to the atoll every November
to breed.
WARNING: the following page contains a
picture that some may find disturbing.
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A certain number of each species
are banded every year by staff so they can
monitor the travels and returns. For example albatross travel thousands of miles every year over the open ocean but always
come back to nest, rarely more than a few
feet from their previous nesting site; verified
by their bands. Recently banders caught a
black-footed albatross first tagged on Midway in 1958.
Today that station is preserved as accommodation for guests and the +/- 40 Fish
and Wildlife Service staff, field scientists,
lecturers and volunteers who spend their
time, as an article in the Smithsonian Magazine explained, ‘caring for the islands, monitoring, studying and explain the creatures
and the history’. And. like the visitors, they
rotate in and out as there are no permanent
residents of the Atoll.

In a rare moment all three of the albatross species currently breeding in the North Pacific seen together.
Laysan (far left), black-footed and short-tailed.

Click the logo on the right to
see pictures and read descriptions of nearly two dozen of the
Atoll’s avian population.
What the 60 Minutes episode chronicled
is is that increasingly the ingestion of plastic
waste is killing these magnificent birds.
The picture below shows the number and
variety of plastic pieces swallowed by this
unfortunate creature. At the risk of repetitious understatement, sad.
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From Swords into Plowshares
Being introduced to the Bremerton Base recycling program reminded one of the editorial
team of an art project he had read about
some time back. In 1998 Professor John T.
Young who was then with the University of
Washington teaching sculpture, created an
installation in Magnusson Park at Sand Point
which juts out into west side of Seattle’s Lake
Washington, about a quarter of the way down
from the north end.

Seattle’s Magnusson Park

The basic premise was to take twenty-two discarded diving planes (or fins) from decommissioned 1960s nuclear attack submarines, imbed them in the ground at varying depths
and angles along a 500 foot stretch to simulate a pod of orcas … or salmon, if you prefer.
The website he created at the time made what to me is a rather grandiose claim that
“This artwork represents the ultimate in recycling ...."From Swords into Plowshares". After
going on a bit about technical details he added that it represents an extremely important period in American history, the Cold War, and symbolically signifies an end to that era. [At least
it did when these installations were done. That may not be quite as obvious today].
In 2002 another was done in Miami, at the end of the Pelican Bay boat ramp parking lot.
The Boat ramp and marina across the 79th Street Causeway
are located part way across from Miami’s upper east side to
the Miami Beech North Beech area. It is a nub sticking out on
both sides of the causeway but unless you launching a boat
you’d have very little reason to stop.
Nevertheless, it was an interesting idea for using old fins
that would otherwise, I suppose,
have simply been cut up to make
razor blades, or some such. And,
to be honest, I can see letting your
mind wander and feeling like you
were in the middle of a pod of orcas.
Miami’s Pelican Park
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Ah, The Rum
Submitted by Gary Arsenault

I have very fond memories of my navy days,
especially the time in submarines, but one of
my favorite is still the routine of ’Up Spirits’. To
this day I can close my eyes and almost taste
that elixir.

I used to save some of it for, you know, medicinal reasons, in an old glass mayo jar I got
from the galley. I was single at the time so it
was great for trading for foreign port watches
and make and mend afternoons.
But nothing that you’d want
to go on for eternity ever does
and sure enough, on March
30th, 1972 they poured the last
ever tots. A sad, sad day as
you can see from the looks on
the faces of these HMCS Rainbow crew members marking
that terrible day with a funeral
march up the jetty.

“Demerara”. There were also other bits of
information but that one word was enough to
convince me that it and a couple of its buddies
should come home with me.
When I got it home, I removed the bung on
the side of the barrel and had a cautious whiff.
Sure enough, it had a very familiar odor, put a
slight smile on my face at the same time I was
saying to myself “it can't be”.
The next work day I tucked a small sample
into my lunch box and dropped it off at the lab.
When I returned to hear their conclusions I was confronted with requests to know were I had got it
and pleadings to be given or allowed to buy some. You see, it
turned out to indeed be clean,
pure, uncut Demerara Rum.
Although I do remember the old
stone building in the yard where
they stored and secured it but I
don’t ever remember being aware
of it coming in oak casks.

A few years later I left the navy and went to
work in dockyard. Not being at sea all of the
time allowed me to get into the projects that I’d
never had the time for. One such project required an oak barrel which sent me hunting in
the wilds of Esquimalt where I’d been told a
dealer of such things hung out his shingle.
When I wasn’t finding what I needed, despite
his huge stock, he directed me to a bunch that
had just arrived from dockyard.
These were more what I
was looking for especially
when I found one of them
that seemed to be about
one third full, and with a
branded label that read

Regardless I bottled a few gallons and then
‘bulled’ the barrel to squeeze out every drop that
I could.
For those who do not know the term "bull the
barrel", it's when you take a wooden liquor barrel, add some water and bit of sugar then quarter
turn it in the sun periodically to tease out whatever has been absorbed by the wood of the barrel.
I got a couple more gallons witha lovely burnt
wood flavor that can still have me licking my lips
when I think about it.
It was enjoyed by many for a few years,
though, admittedly, towards the end I hoarded it
like an old prospector would his gold.
As Ripley once said, “Believe it or not”. Only
a submariner.
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Related Story

She was commissioned in 1961 with
great fanfare, to be the centrepiece of Task
Force One, a symbol of the Navy’s global
reach and nuclear future.
She was the third longest serving ship
still on the books when she was taken out
of active service on December 1st, 2012
and finally decommissioned and struck in
February 2017.
Her competition for that title of longest
serving were/are the USS Constitution,
launched in 1794 and still very much in active service, and the USS Pueblo, captured by the North Koreans in January,
1968, her crew accused of spying.
Winter

After a
diplomatic furor
the crew were
finally released
on the 23rd of
December that
same year but
the Pueblo still
sits today tied
to a pier on the Botong river in Pyongyang, next to the ‘Fatherland War of Liberation Museum’. She is
the only ship in
the US Navy
still on the
books and in
‘enemy’ hands.
The USS Enterprise was is over 1,120
feet long with a beam of 133 feet at the water line and almost 269 up top. Loaded,
her keel sits so low in the water that she’d
nearly be scraping the bottom in Pearl Harbor. In her heyday her crew was +/- 3,000,
plus up to 250 pilots and up to 1,500+ aircraft support personnel for up to 90 aircraft
[60 was her usual load] launched by four
steam catapults.
Her four props, spun by nearly 300,000
shp, could drive her through the whitecaps
at well over 30 knots. She had has eight
Westinghouse A2W nuclear reactors,
and that is the problem.
We’re now into the seventh year since
the last of her crew shouldered his [an
acknowledged assumption] kits bags and with
one last emotional ‘snap to attention’ salute, crossed the brow for the final time.
2019
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Seven years and the US Navy still hasn’t figured out how to safely dismantle the
once mighty behemoth.
According to several sources, including
the article in Popular Mechanics that drew
our attention to the issue, the Navy removed the nuclear fuel in 2013, planning to
scrap the ship, remove the reactors and
transport to Hanford Site as described
above for the submarine compartments.
The General Accounting Office (GAO)
estimates that would cost in the range of
one point five BILLION dollars. Or, as
one wag put it, “Oh my!” [a certain amount of
paraphrasing was involved in that description].
No one seems to know the precise
source of the hot air that caused the original estimate of +/- $500 million to bloat the
way it has but… there you go. As Jim
Scott’s Commander-In-Chief is fond of saying, “It is what it is … suck it up buttercup”.
That leaves the Navy with two options.
The first is to have the Navy manage the
job but let the commercial industry do the
non-nuclear work. The Navy would allow
industry to scrap the non-nuclear parts of
the ship but preserve a 27,000-ton propulsion space containing the reactors.
The propulsion space would then be
transported to Puget Sound, the reactors
removed and sent to Hanford. This is the
most expensive option, and taking ten
years to complete, starting in 2034.
Plan ‘B’ is to have Industry do everything. The ‘thumb in the wind, one eye
closed’ estimates are three-quarters to

one point four billion and leaves the issues
of where the hull will be dismantled and
where to store the reactors TBD … to be
determined. It does propose that it could
be done in five years and start in 2024
which is attractive.

In the meantime the stripped down hull
of the once magnificent warship sits in
Newport News, Virginia awaiting decisions
on how and when and where it will be
turned into razor blades and flat wear.
Though the GAO report suggests that
the commercial option as faster and
cheaper, no one
has dismantled a
nuclear-powered
carrier before, so
they don’t really
know.
For a copy
CLICK HERE.
Exacerbating the
issue is the sniping
between government departments.

The Naval Nuclear Propulsion Program, the arm of the Navy concerned
with nuclear power, says the federal Nuclear Regulatory Commission could oversee a commercial effort.
But the NRC says Navy nuclear reactors are not its job.

One possible reason for NNPP’s hesitancy is the current backlog of 10 submarine and two cruiser reactors to deal with
(probably an indication of their 2034 start
date). Ultimately, according to the GAO, it
may take Congress to make a decision.
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So, whatever is done about the
USS Enterprise, will set the stage
for the line-up of the next ten aging
out every four or five years with
two reactors each, starting with the
USS Nimitz, within the next ten.
And Bremerton is already working
really hard to keep up with the list
of submarines being decommissioned, even with the life extensions being given. A genuine conundrum mate.
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Nimitz Class Aircraft Carriers
Ship

Hull # Comm.

Currently SubClass

Nimitz

68

May 1975

Bremerton

Nimitz

Dwight D. Eisenhower

69

Oct 1977

Norfolk

Nimitz

Carl Vinson

70

Mar 1982

San Diego

Nimitz

Theodore Roosevelt

71

Oct 1986

San Diego

T. Roosevelt

Abraham Lincoln

72

Nov 1989

Norfolk

T. Roosevelt

George Washington

73

Jul 1992

Norfolk

T. Roosevelt

John C. Stennis

74

Dec 1995

Bremerton

T. Roosevelt

Harry S. Truman

75

Jul 1998

Norfolk

T. Roosevelt

Ronald Reagan

76

Jul 2003

Yokosuka

R. Reagan

George H.W. Bush

77

Jan 2009

Norfolk

R. Reagan

And, by the way, for comparison
For planning purposes the life expectancy is 50 years
purposes a squadron of 10 F-35C
Joint Strike Fighters costs $1.22 bilOf the ten in the plan for this new class,
lion while a brand new Burke-class guided
the next two are under construction and
missile destroyer can be had for about $1.7
named while the two after them are orbillion.
dered.
This discussion is sounding like we’ve
The USS John F. Kennedy, CVN-79 is
got the Nimitz as a frail old codger, needing
currently schedule to be commissioned in
extra pontoons to stay afloat and that just
2024, replacing the Nimitz. The USS Enis not true. Her last deployment was in
terprise, CVN-80 is scheduled for 2027,
2017 when she played a very important
replacing the Dwight D. Eisenhower.
role in the Battle of Tal Afar, launching her
Work on CVN-81 and 82 are scheduled
F/A-18s against ISIS targets, providing prefor 2023 and 2027 respectively with their
cision air support for advancing Iraqi
names announced in due course.
troops. In March 2018 she entered dry
Funding [budgets] will undoubtedly facdock at Puget Sound Naval Shipyard for a
tor into the timing for all of these things but
ten month overhaul before her next assignthere is a long term plan and a lot of folks,
ment.
including members of Government, doing
The replacement for the USS Entertheir best to make it happen.
prise is the Gerald R. Ford, CVN-78 that
Editorializing but, you know, despite
was commissioned in July 2017. She is
the passion that Ed Gigg displayed and his
the namesake for the new class of carrier
determination that Canada absolutely had
that externally doesn’t really look much difto have nuclear submarines, this old diesel
ferent than the Enterprise or the Nimitz but
boat sailor is thinking that it be a good thing
is fitted with technology that would blow the
that we never went there.
minds of the old timers.
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Soldier Of The Horse

Good Reads
Terror On Alert
Winner Silver Medal for
Military/Wartime Fiction
at the 2015 Independent
Publisher (IPPY) Book
Awards
The year is 1962 and the
Cuban Missile Crisis is
brewing. Naval lieutenant
Ted Hawkins is sent to sea
aboard the HMCS Alert, a
submarine with the express
mission to shadow an aggressive Soviet submarine. Hampered by trauma-induced claustrophobia
and a superior officer with a grudge, Ted struggles
to maintain self-control while performing his daily
duties. But when the Alert is struck by an enemy
torpedo two hundred miles off the coast of Gibraltar and the boat's commanding officer is incapacitated, Ted is forced to take control of the vessel
and its crew to ensure they have a fighting chance
at survival.
Terror on the Alert is an exciting military thriller
that proves there are enemies on both sides of
war.

Winnipeg, 1914. Tom
Macrae is working on his
law degree and enjoying
the company of his sweetheart, Ellen. When the call
to arms comes, both Tom
and Ellen are torn from their
secure, settled lives in the
prairie city. Tom finds himself hunched in the trenches, amid the mud and horror of the Great War, while Ellen faces an uncertain future in Tom’s absence.
His prospects bleak, Tom serves with the Canadian Cavalry Brigade, in the thick of the stalemated
struggles on the Western Front. In addition to the
soldiers’ comradeship, Tom discovers the strong
bonds of trust between the soldiers and their horses. With his own horse as his closest companion,
he dodges a hurricane of shells, machine guns
and swords, and in the clamour, faces his finest
hour.
Inspired by his own father’s story and letters about
fighting in Picardy, France, Robert W. Mackay has
written a novel that brings to life the great military
history and traditions of the Canadian Cavalry.
For either or both ‘Terror On The Alert’ and
‘Soldier Of The Horse’, CLICK HERE to send

Although available as
a free PDF at
saocwest.ca for those
who want to hold a
book in their hands
there are a limited
number of Ray’s
books available. To
initiate negotiations
contact editortheupdate@shaw.ca

Bob an email, OR HERE for his website. Or be
old fashioned and call him at 250-541-9098.
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1986 Submariners Old
Comrades Association

Membership list from September
Ted Davie brought out
an envelope of old material including pictures and
commissioning booklets to
offer to the Naden Museum. Included with the
package (which Ted had
been told by the museum that they likely
wouldn’t find to be that interesting, yet took the
whole package anyway) was an old SOCA
membership list. This will, of course, only
be of interest to long time SAOC West
members, but we’re going to print the list
here anyway.
A. Arnason, G.J. Arsenault, W. Beer,
M.J. Barker, G. Bechtel, A.A. Betts, M.B.
Betts, G. Blyth, N.R. Boivin, J.V. Bond, D.
Brewster, D.L. Brown, T.B. Brown, W.D.
Brown, D.M. Brygadyr, K.J. Cavendish,
D. Coghill, F.W. Collins, E. Colwell, J. Conlan, W. Conway (Associate Member), G.C.
Costello, W. Crockett, C.J. Crow, D. Dagenais, E.E. Davie, W.H. Duguid, W.H.
Dunn, E.B. Durdle, K.E. Edmondson, R.
Eveleigh, R. Fahey, E. Farrelly, C. Feeney
(Honorary Scottish Member with 21
years in RN subs), A. Froehler, G. Garneau, J.W. Goodman, J.C. Gourdeau, D.
Grieve, J. Halliday, J.C. Hansen, P.
Hatherley, C.H. Hayward, T.L. Hopkins,
O.D. Holland, G. Houde, G.C. Howe, K.G.
Irvine, P.J. Jarratt, B. Jennings, W.A.
Jensen, B.L. Klashingsky, R.E. Lange, H.S.

Langlois, T. P. Larkin, M. Leeming, N.M.
Litster, R. Lloyd, T. Lovekin, R.A. MacKay, S. (aka Jim) McCulley, W.K. McNee,
E. Michon, C. Mondoux, R.S. Mowat, E.R.
Murray, B. O’Leary, B. Ormsby, J. Ovens, T. Page (another Scottish member,
17 years RN Subs), C. Parks, R. Peters,
J.W. Phillpot, P. Postma, ?. Poynter,
C.N. Pringle, R. Przybysz, P.H. Redman,
C.G. Reekie, R.E. Romans, M.E. Rye, G.A.
Sandercock, W. C. Sargent, J.M. Scott,
L. Skaalrud, T. Slaughter, D. Smith, K.R.
Smith, J.C. Tanner, D. Tomson, N.
Thomson, R.H. Torris, H.M. Turner, S.
Vadeboncoeur, K.P. Walters, G.A. Whitehead, R. Young, H. Zerbin.
A total of 98 from this list of 32 years
ago. We currently have 91 members that
include 20 (bolded) from the ‘86 list.
It is interesting, at least to your Editor,
going through the list and noting the number who have crossed the brow, and the
ones who are still around but do not partake in our get togethers and the number
about whom I’ve no idea.
It is also interesting, again maybe only
to your Editor, the names that do not appear on the list.
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Rickover
1900 ▪ 1986
The name Rickover is
known throughout the
world of submarines,
not just nuclear boats. Ask just about any
submariner who they think the Father of
the Nuclear Navy was and almost certainly they will tell you, Admiral Hyman Rickover
Very few Naval careers have been as
well documented. His tilting at the windmills of naval tradition and his single mindedness become folklore. His reputation
alone could cause cold sweats and his demands for perfection, early retirements.
And his own refusal to retire until he was
eighty-two was the cause of considerable
consternation in some circles.
The focus of this piece is intended to reflect his son’s 1986 eulogy about the man
and father as opposed to the Admiral. But
it is impossible to put fingers to keyboard
about this controversial figure without
spending a bit of time on the Admiral.
He had been accepted into the Naval
Academy in 1918 which, at that time, was
considered active service. By the time he
was forced out he was the longest serving
Naval Officer in US history but he was left
in second place for the US Armed forces.
That honor is still held by five star General
of the Army, Omar Bradley who served
from 1915 until his death in 1981. However, a quibbler would point out that Bradley

had left active duty in 1953, continuing to
serve in ‘public and business’ roles thereafter, while Rickover was active until the day
they changed the locks on his office door.
Throughout his career he alienated fellow Naval Officers, to the point that he was
not even invited by the Navy to the keel
laying ceremony of the Nautilus — he attended anyway, through his role as the
head of the Naval Reactors Branch at the
Atomic Energy Commission.
The next day a Navy Board passed him
over for the second time for promotion to
Admiral. While that would normally have
precipitated a retirement, the Senate
Armed Services Committee delayed action
on the promotions of 39 other captains to
rear admiral, while the White House, Congress and Secretary of the Navy threatened to require the addition of civilians to
the Navy’s admiral-selection boards unless
a captain with a background in engineering
and nuclear propulsion was promoted.
There being only one officer who fit that
description, Rickover was promoted to
Rear-Admiral at their hastily arranged next
sitting.
Demonstrating a maturity for which Navy Admirals are occasionally known, they
left Rickover’s name off the guest list for a
1958 White House reception after the Nautilus voyaged under the polar icecap.
Secretary of the Navy, Thomas Gates,
apologized personally after the public outcry. That same year Rickover was promoted to Vice-Admiral and to Admiral in 1973.
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While preparing their 1982 biography,
‘Rickover: Controversy and Genius’ authors Norman Polmar and Thomas Allen
interviewed Admiral Elmo ‘Bud’ Zumwalt
(Retired) who told them that the Navy’s two
greatest enemies were, first, the Soviet
fleet, and second, Admiral Rickover.
Mind you, that was only after Rickover
had called Zumwalt a ‘stupid jerk’ when
Zumwalt was under consideration for a nuclear assignment.
And he didn’t limit his caustic nature to
military colleagues. In another 1958 incident he was interviewed by the famous Edward R. Murrow on CBS television. Rickover berated Murrow for his ‘stupid questions’ about American education.
“The trouble with you is that you want
easy answers, but you don’t know the
proper questions’.
Rickover fancied himself quite an expert
on American education systems and spoke
out about it every time he could find a pulpit from which he could preach. Much to
chagrin of professional teachers across the
country.
In 1982, Ronald Reagan’s Secretary
of the Navy, John Lehman ordered him into retirement. The former investment banker cited "actuarial realities" as the reason.

The guest list for his retirement testimonial dinner included former presidents Gerald Ford, Richard Nixon and Jimmy
Carter [who had once worked for Adm
Rickover as a nuclear submarine officer,
and then turned the tables when he became Commander In Chief].
Winter
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While there are dozens, nay, hundreds of
interesting incidents and factoids about
Rickover, the vast majority, likely including
these, fall into the category of ‘old news’.
What was new, for this reader at least,
was the insight shared by his son during
his eulogy in 1986, and again in another
speech about his Dad in 2008. He talked
about the man and father as opposed to
the Admiral.
Born in the small
town of Makow, about
fifty miles north of Warsaw in what was then
the Russian Empire of
Tsar Nicholas II and a
hell-on-earth for Jews
being targeted and
Rickover with son
‘eliminated’ in pogroms,
Robert at age one.
which were the antiJewish riots in the late
1800s. ‘Pogrom’ is a Russian word meaning ’to wreak havoc and demolish violently’,
which was the fate of several thousand
Jews from the area in the early 1900s.
Rickover’s parents chose to flee and in
1904, (at least one other source says 1906) he
arrived in New York with his mother and
sister to join his father, a tailor, who had
come earlier to prepare for their arrival.
They settled in Chicago.
“Behind the tough exterior”, said his son
Robert, “was a man who had fled his native
land as a young boy. A man who worked
his entire life to make his parents proud.
He was a father who would write letters
to Robert from on board more than 126
2019
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nuclear-powered ships.
Whenever he was asked why he demanded such stringent safety requirements, he would say, “I have a son. I love
my son. I want everything that I do to be so
safe that I would be happy to have my son
operating it. That’s my fundamental rule.”
One of the earliest letters was sent was
from the Sea-Wolf:
Dear Robert.
We have just returned from the first sea
trials of the Sea-Wolf. The ship got underweigh [sic] from the Electric Boat
Company dock, Groton, Conn. At 070
Monday, 21 January.
At first, we operated in Long Island
Sound, and then steamed out into the
Atlantic beyond the 100-fathom curve to
have water deep enough for submerged
full-power operation at submergence
greater than 200 feet.
The most spectacular test was the reversal of the engines from full power ahead
to full power astern. I believe we did
this in record time for a large vessel.
Trials included operation at full powersurface and submerged.
The trials all went smoothly, and Captain Laning and his crew are, of course
elated that their ship has finally gone to
sea. We returned to our mooring at
Groton at 1700, having steamed 312
miles, 212 of which were submerged.
I believe it to be no overstatement to say
that the Sea Wolf is the most complex
machine man has ever devised.
Your father, H.G. Rickover.
“I know that most of the letters I received were the standard kind that were
sent to the permanent list of addresses of

people who regularly received letters from
the boat. However, Dad requested that my
name be added to the lists of Commanders
of other boats as they made their Arctic
voyages”.
One of those came from the Nautilus in
1958. Commander William Anderson
said, “I’m sure you know that this historic
trip was made possible by the brilliant and
untiring work of your father in giving nuclear propulsion to the Nautilus & the Navy.”
In another, a couple of years later, from
the Seadragon, Commander Steele
wrote, “your father is the naval engineering
genius of our time. We could not have seriously attempted this trip without the results
of his work.”
“Most of the letters were standard stuff
but examples like those two told me that
people did know that my Dad was more
than just a tyrant. Don’t get me wrong, I
knew he could be that from listening to him
on the phone at home. My mother and I
could always tell whether he was talking to
an errant contractor (loud cursing and yelling), one of his subordinates (never a hello
or goodbye as these niceties wasted precious seconds), or to a congressman, senator or other VIP (polite and very respectful).
“Even though Dad travelled a lot he
would also try to spend at least part of every weekend at home. We would go for long
walks, always stopping by construction
sites to gather empty bottles left by the
workers so I could cash them in.
“Dad was … thrifty, though I’m sure
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that wasn’t the word used by his colleagues. But I wonder if they knew how
generous he could be too? I wonder if they
knew that he donated all of the money from
his books and honorariums for speeches to
a Jewish orphanage in Chicago?
“I doubt they knew that when one of his
staff died in surgery he helped the widow
out of his own pocket and went to some
lengths to get her a government job.
“He became outraged when the car belonging to a secretary in his office was
damaged while being towed by a building
contractor from a vacant lot adjoining a
construction project. After making some
phone calls—in a way that only he could,
he determined that the lot was actually
owned by the State of Virginia and that the
construction company had started using it
illegally for storage. He made sure they
paid a hefty fine and that they replaced the
damaged car with a new one.
“My father was also generous with his
family. When I did a ninth-grade science
project on vacuum tubes (anyone remember those?), he assembled a huge collection of them and delivered them to my
school. He arranged for my Cub Scout
troop to have a special tour of the Naval
Academy at Annapolis. My friends and I often got to visit Navy ships with him and, later, a nuclear submarine”.
Robert also discussed the personal responsibility Rickover felt over every nuclear
submarine produced, saying that, “When
he heard the news about the Thresher, he
stayed up all night hoping against all odds

that she would be found and that her crew
would be ok. When hope was lost, he
wrote personal letters of condolence to the
relatives of the 129 officers, crewmen and
civilians who
had been on
board. He didn’t
talk about it very
much, but my
mother told me
that he agonized
over this loss for
years”.
Robert ended
his remarks
speaking how much his father loved his
country, the one that took him in during his
youth.
The same John Lehman, former Secretary of the Navy, who had forced him into
retirement four years before, reminded
those in attendance that "Admiral Rickover
took the concept of nuclear power from an
idea to the present reality of more than 150
U.S. naval
ships under
nuclear power,
with a record
of 3,000 ship
years of accident-free operations.
All Americans owe him
a debt of gratitude."
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Looking through this long overdue issue of TheUpdate, one
could easily come to that conclusion. Can’t you just hear …
while we won’t attach specific names, several come to mind …
saying, “ Why in REDACTED is there so much US Navy
stuff in this thing?” Indeed … why is there?
Well you see it has a lot to do with how much information is available and how easy it is
to garner. The Canadian Government and Navy are just not that forthcoming when it
comes to information into which this editor would like to delve. In Canada, it seems, even if
they think you were talking about it you’re just as liable to be sidelined and taken to court.
Another factor is, of course, that there is a lot more going on inside of the US Navy than
the Canadian Maritime Command.

The array below was gathered with click, click, click. Maybe a couple of copy & pastes.
While I’m proud of my service with the Canadian Navy and proud of our Submarine
Force and of our Submariners, it does seem like the Canadian way is for the default to be
secret, and only tell folks when some bureaucratic individual, either in Government or the
Service, decides “I guess we really do have to tell them.”
A long time ago, Tom Peters told corporations to tell them ‘everything’ except what you
really do have to not tell them.
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